In this paper, we present a distributed algorithm for mutual exclusion based on path reversal. The algorithm does not use logical clocks to serialize the concurrent events, and all the variables are bounded. When a process invokes a critical section, it sends a request to the tail of a queue. A dynamical rooted tree gives the path to this tail. The algorithm requires only O(Log (n)) messages on average, where n is the number of processes in the network. The performances analysis of the algorithm is based on generating formal power series.
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The first one is a queue. Each process knows the next process in the queue only if this "next" exists. The head is the process possessing the token. The tail is the last process which has requested the critical section (excepted when there is only one process in the queue). A path is organized so that, when a process requests entering the critical section, the request message is transmitted to the tail. When the request arrives at the tail, there are two possible situations.
-The tail has the token and is not in the critical section It sends the token to the requesting process. That one is authorized to enter the critical section.
-The tail has the token and uses it (that means: it is in the critical section) or it waits for the token. In this case, the requesting process is linked to the tail . -When the process at the head leaves the critical section, it gives the token to its next in the queue (if there is one "next").
The second data structure gives the path to go to the tail. It is a logical rooted tree. A process which invokes the critical section sends its request to its "Father". From "Father" to "Father", a request is transmitted to the root (the process for which "Father = nil"), which is also the tail of the queue. It is a distributed structure: every process knows only its "Father". Furthermore, if the requesting process is not the root, the rooted tree is transformed: the requesting process is the new root and the processes located between the requesting process and the root will have the new root as "Father".
Taking transfer times into account
The tree structure is modified as follows: the requester transmits its request to the "Father" and regards itself as the new root. There are therefore two rooted trees: one associated with the old root, and one associated with the new root. More generally, if there are several requests in transit at the same time, then there are several rooted trees. When all the messages in transit have arrived, these rooted trees are grouped to form one single rooted tree.
The transformation of the tree structure has this consequence: if the request of i is sent in the direction of the root j and if the request of k arrives at j before the request of i, the request of i will be transmitted to k.
SPECIFICATION OF THE ALGORITHM
local variables token_present: boolean (token-present is true if the process owns the token, false otherwise) requesting_c_s: boolean (requesting_c_s is true if the process has invoked the critical section and remains true until i releases the critical section. next, father: 1..n ∪ {nil} (n is the number of processses, nil means indefinite)
Messages used
Req(k): request sent by the process k to the root. Token (): transmission of the token. 
Algorithme of every process i

Initialization
INFORMAL PROOF
A formal proof of this algorithm is developed by Ginat et al. [13] and Bouabdallah [5] . 
Mutual exclusion
In the initial state of the algorithm, only one process has the token: the root. There are two situations in which a process will transmit the token to another process: a) when it releases the critical section and its queue is not empty b) when it receives a request at a time when it holds the token and it is not in the critical section.
In these two situations, it sends the token to only one process, and loses it for itself. Consequently, there is always at most one process which has the token. No process will enter the critical section until it has the token. Mutual exclusion is therefore guaranteed.
Preliminary lemmas for absence of deadlock and of starvation
Deadlock means that, while no process is in the critical section, no requesting site can ever enter the critical section.
Starvation occurs when one process must wait indefinitely to enter the critical section even though other processes are entering and releasing the critical section.
We are going to establish a theorem showing that the process requesting entry to the critical section will have its request satisfied within a finite delay.This shows both that the algorithm avoids deadlock and starvation.
Consider process i requesting entry to the critical section and let us examine the procedures Request_C_S and the event of receiving a request "Req(k)".
If i is the root, it waits for the token. Otherwise, the request of i is transmitted, by the arcs corresponding to "father", to a process j for which ("father = nil"). If j has invoked the critical section, i will be the "next" of process j; otherwise j sends the token to process i.
We have to check that: a) the request of process i is transmitted to a process j for which "father= nil", within a finite delay. This will be proved in lemma 2 in which we use the fact there are no circuits (lemma 1). b) if j has not requested entry to a critical section, j holds the token (lemma 3). c) if j has requested the critical section, i becomes the "next" of j, and that fact will allow i to obtain the token within a finite delay. That will be proved in lemma 6 and we shall use the structure of the queue (lemmas 4 and 5).
The variables "father" and "next" are local to each process. But if we take the overall viewpoint for the whole distributed system, they can be seen as mappings of X into X∪{nil} (X is the set of processses). LEMMA 1. The following properties are satisfied: 1-The mapping "father" constitutes a forest ( set of rooted trees). 2-This set is reduced to a single rooted tree if no request message is in transit between two processes.
Proof The points 1) and 2) are true in the initial situation. Let us suppose they are true at some instant. We assume that i invokes the critical section and let us consider the use of the procedure Request_C_S. If i is a root, there is no modification made to the forest, otherwise a rooted tree (or a forest) is deconnected from the rest. The number of rooted trees is increased of 1. Let us examine the event of receiving "Req(k)". When a message arrives at a root process j , the new value of "father" is the requesting process. j is cut off from the rooted tree in which it was and is attached (with its children) to the rooted tree of the requesting process. We have a new forest. The number of rooted trees is unchanged. When a message reaches a process j for which ("father= nil"), j loses its quality of root and is attached (with its children) to i. The number of rooted trees is decreased by one. LEMMA 2. A request message is transmitted to a process for which "father=nil" within a finite delay.
Proof Let us consider that process i requests the critical section without having the token. A request is therefore sent from i towards the root of a tree. Consider an instant during the transmission of this request, when it is in transit between k 1 and k 2 . The arc from k 1 to k 2 has been deleted and the forest is cut into 2 parts: the part A which the message comes from, and the part B which the message goes to. No other request message can pass between A and B because no path can be created before the request message has arrived at k 2 . When the request message has arrived at k 2 , if k 2 is not the root, the request message is sent from k 2 to k 3 . The part A is increased and the part B is decreased and there is always a cut between A and B. Therefore, the request message can never again reach a node of A. We have proved a request message can never pass twice times by the same node i.e.the number of nodes which the message passes by is less than n. Otherwise, the delays of transmission are finite. We have proved the request message will reach a root within a finite delay.
LEMMA 3. The following property is invariant:
Proof This assertion is true initially, and it is preserved by every action of the algorithm. LEMMA 4. The following property is invariant:
Proof This assertion is true initially, and it is preserved by every action of the algorithm. DEFINITION Let WQ be the set of the processes for which "requesting_c_s" or "tokenpresent" is true.
LEMMA 5. The following properties are satisfied (1)The mapping "next" structures WQ into a set of disjoint queues without repetition (some of them might be reduced to a single element).
(2) Processes at the head of a queue will be in one of the following situations: -one has the token or the message "Token ()" is in transit towards it.
-the other heads have a request message concerning them in transit. ( 3) The tails of the queues are roots.
Proof These properties are true in the initial situation :there is only one queue reduced to a single process which holds the token. .Suppose they are true at a given time In figure 3 , the thick lines express a node is the next of another one. The thin lines express a request is in transit. Routing of requests and token a) When process i receives the message "Req(k)" and it cannot give the token to process k, a new "next" arc is created from i to k by the instruction "next:= k",, the origin i of this edge is a root, since requests are transmitted to a root, and the extremity k is a requesting process . By 3) of lemma 5, before such arc creation, the origin was an extremity of queue and under lemma 4, we had"next= nil". No part of a queue is therefore ever deleted. A new queue is created or an arc is concatened to an old queue. The new process cannot already be in the queue. Then the new structure is a set of disjoint queues without repetition. 1) is satisfied. If receiving the message "Req(k)" produces a concatenation of two queues, the head of the global queue is an head of one of the initial queues, 2) is satisfied. Otherwise i was a queue constituted with a single process. It was a head and it was satisfying 2). It remains a head and it continues to satisfy 2).
In the first case, k is not a tail but it has lost its quality of root. 3) is satisfied. In the second case, the new tail is k and is a root. b) When a "next" arc is cancelled by the procedure Release_C_S, the new head of the queue is the process which has obtained or is going to obtain the token.
So, we have proved the lemma is satisfied after every modification of the queues.
LEMMA 6. If i is the "next" of another process, i will obtain the token within a finite delay. Proof The queue containing the process owning the token or about to obtain it is called privileged queue. If i is in the privileged queue, the procedure Release_C_S will give the token to it (the queue is Fifo). Suppose i is in another queue and that the head of this queue is j. By the 2) of lemma 5, the request message concerning j is in transit. By the lemma 2, this request message will arrive at a root k within a finite delay. j obtains the token from k or becomes the "next" of k. Now, i is perhaps in the privileged queue. If it is not the case, we are assured that the number of processes which are before i in its queue is increased. We have proved that every time the request message concerning the head of the queue has arrived at a root, this number is increased or i finds itself in the privileged queue. Because the number of processes is finite and the queues are without repetition, i will necessarily find itself in the privileged queue within a finite delay.
3-3 THEOREM 1. (absence of deadlock and of starvation)
If a process invokes the critical section, it will be able to enter it within a finite delay.
Proof Assume that a process i invokes entry to the critical section. If i is a root, by the lemma 3, it has the token and it may enter. Otherwise the request of i is transmitted to a root j within a finite delay (lemma 2). Let us examine the 2 possible cases: a) j has not requested the critical section. By the lemma 3, j has the token and as a result of receiving of the message Req(k), it sends the token to i. b) j has requested the critical section. In this case, i becomes the "next" of j. By the lemma 6, i will enter the critical section.
PERFORMANCE
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MESSAGES
4-1-1 DEFINITIONS In this section, we shall set out to compute the average number of messages needed for a request to reach a root in a network of n processes. This number can be measured on the rooted tree representing the mapping "father". For instance, in figure 4. If process 1 invokes the critical section, there is 0 message. If process 2 invokes the critical section, there are 2 messages: one "req" and one "token". If process 3 or process 4 invokes the critical section, there are 3 messages: two messages "req" and one message "token". 
FIG. 4. Initial rooted tree for 4 processes
For the root 1, the number of messages is 0. For the other processes, this number is the height of the requesting site ( we consider the height is 1 at the root).
Let N i (a) be the number of elements of height i in the rooted tree a.
The average number of messages in a is: Let us define the oriented rooted trees that we shall denote by ORT. An ORT is a rooted tree in which we don't take the labels of the nodes into account, and we take the order left to right in account. Thus, there is an exact correspondence between the ORT's and the Dyck words.
The transformation T i (x) has been defined on the labeled rooted tree x. We have to define it in the ORT's (the order left to right was not defined in T i (a) in the rooted trees). Let us take the transformation presented in figure 8. [27] defines the graph of the matrix A by: the nodes are the indices of A, and there is an arc from i to j if i, j A ≠0 . We will prove in 4.4.2. the strong connexity. When p is great enough, there is none null element in A p . If X is A p it is easy to see that the difference between 2 elements of a same line is less in X 2 than in X. X i tends to a matrix, all the columns of which are the same. Such a Markov matrix is a fixed point for the transformation X → X 2 . That assures the convergence of n j M . (corresponding to the set a n of the ORT's of n+1 nodes).
DYCK WORD AND ORIENTED ROOTED TREES
Strong connexity [15]
We will prove the strong connexity in the transposed matrix. Let us write u → v, where u,v ∈D n and α [v] is the result of a transformation of α [u] We shall use the same arrow for a transformation and the transitive closure. 
The limit of the second member exists when j→ ∞, then the limit of the first member exists: it will be denoted n 2 N . We have n M = n 2 N . The remainder of the proof consists in proving n 2 N = n −1 H 4.4.4. Mappings in the Dyck words DEFINITIONS We want to define a mapping µ so that µ(u) gives the sum of all the transformed words of u. That means we are going to work in the set F of the formal series, the support of which is the set D in Dyck words [7, 8, 10] .
Consider the mappings µ, ' and Id from F to F.
(1 is the empty word) In fact, p n is a formal series on the support of Dyck words. The array of the coefficients of the Dyck words in p n is the array of the limit probabilities π because π is the unique fixed point of the transformation matrix and the operator µ Proof It is true for n=0 Suppose it is true for every value less than n+1. It is true for n ≤ 2. Suppose it is true for every value less than n. 
